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Jupyter Notebooks

• Allow you to run python code interactively through cells


• You can treat your code as modular and run cells in any order


• Be careful, if you change earlier cells to refer to data defined in later cells 
you can run into runtime errors later on. 


• Notebooks are just a giant JSON file with an object per Cell.


• Notebooks can be uploaded and rendered directly on Github


• This makes them great for sharing and running data analysis with graphs



Notebooks are made of cells

Cells allow you to write python code and run it in a real time and modular fashion. 

You can put any python code in a cell and then hit Shift+Enter to run the code.



Programming Cells

For example we can put a generic print statement...



Executing cells and viewing output

Once we execute the cell (Shift+Enter), the output is shown in real time right below the cell.



Cells support multiple lines of logic

We can also put multiple lines in a single cell and add complex logic.  

All of the lines in the cell will be executed in order.



Cells can be referenced by other cells

You can also implement code in one cell and reference it from another cell

Make sure you execute the code in the cell before you try to reference it from a separate cell. 

You need to run cells to have them visible in the runtime.



Cells will display errors as part of their outputs

Cells will also show you errors in real time. This allows you to easily debug your code



Pandas and Data Analysis



Pandas
Data Analysis Made Easy

• "pandas is a fast, powerful, flexible and easy to use open source data analysis 
and manipulation tool, built on top of the Python programming language"


• Pandas operates using the concept of DataFrames which are tabular data 
structures similar to a table.


• You can dump your data into a DataFrame and then gain access to a variety of 
library functions that operate on your data


• These functions allow you to clean, reshape, and interpolate your data; 
describe summary statistics; graph results; and even run machine learning 
models.



Creating a DataFrame

• A variety of data structures can be converted to pandas 
DataFrames. 


• The easiest and most useful to us is a list of dictionaries.

• Simply cast the list to a pandas dataFrame and you are 

good to go. 

• This should look familiar to you. (Think back to last 

weeks lab)



Pandas Describe

The builtin describe function on a DataFrame allows you to 
see summary statistics about your data. 

This can be useful for understanding how your data is 
distributed and can enable you to make better decisions.



Pandas Groupby 

Dataframes also support querying and grouping your data 
like you would in SQL so you can gather insights into your 

data.



Pandas graphing

Dataframes also allow for easy graphing of your 
data. You can easily use libraries such as 

Matplotlib to construct graphs of your data.



More Complex Graphs



Various other dataframe functions 

• df.columnName.min() -- The minimum value for a given column.


• df.columnName.median() -- The median value for a given column


• df.columnName.max() -- The max value for a given column


• df.columnName.mode() -- The mode for a given column


• df.columnName.std() -- The standard deviation for a column

Here you should replace columnName with one of the 
column titles for your dataset



How do we run our own 
notebooks? 



Amazon Sagemaker!



Navigate to Amazon SageMaker in the Console



Click on Notebook instances on the left



Click "Create notebook instance"

We are going to create a new notebook instance which is a server allowing you to 

create, host, and run your notebooks 



Enter notebook details

Enter week12-lab for the 

notebook name

Under IAM role select 

"Create a new role"



Create a new IAM role

Hit "Create role"

without modifying 


anything



Create notebook!

Click Create Notebook 

Instance



Click "Open Jupyter"

Click Open Jupyter

Note: It my take a few minutes for your notebook to initialize. Once its started you will be 
able to 


click Open Jupyter.



Jupyter notebooks support many types of kernels,

which are functionally runtimes configured to compile and 

run your code.

For this exercise we will only need the conda_python3 

kernel which allows you to run python3 commands



Cleaning up your infrastructure



Cleaning up your infrastructure



Summary

• Data Analysis


• Amazon SageMaker


• Python - 3 Ways to code


• Directly in a terminal - Great for testing and running small code


• Using an IDE  - Great for working in teams and on large projects


• Notebooks - Great for prototyping, data analysis with visuals



Activity

• Clone this repo and upload the files to your notebook server: 


• https://github.com/cs2541-21s/week12-lab


• Figure out how to graph the following items:


• Mean increase in revenue for companies by year


• Mean increase in valuation for  companies by year. 


• The max profit by year

https://github.com/cs2541-21s/week12-lab

